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Introducing ELITE Pre-fabriacated Houses, 
the pioneers in prefabricated excellence. 
We specialize in a wide range of innovative 
prefab solutions designed to transform 
spaces for diverse needs. From flat pack 
containers to luxurious Majlis cabins, 
efficient site and contractor offices, 
professional consultant offices, secure 
security cabins, streamlined ticket 
counters, functional guard rooms, eye-
catching kiosks, customizable modified 
containers, versatile porta cabins, and 
mobile caravans, we offer top-quality 
products that redefine modern living and 
working spaces. Your vision, our expertise 
– together, we build a better future.
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Prefab Site Office
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Accommodation Prefab Cabin
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Prefab Cabin is basic structure 

is light gauge steel  framing 

and main structure is 

manufacture with steel. that is 

the reason they  are most 

desirable among the  other 

temporary site solutions. such 

as modified iso containers, 

sandwich panel containers 

which have limitation in width 

& length.
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PREAFB CABIN DRAWINGS



PREAFB SITE OFFICE CABIN
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SHIPPING CONTAINER CONVERSION TO KITCHEN



Prefab’s modified ISO containers are  

manufactured using state of the art steel  bending, 

shearing & cutting machines  providing robust 

designs in security, site  office, meeting room, staff 

& worker’s toilets,  kitchen / dining, conference 

rooms, clinics,  café / restaurants / storage & living  

containers. Taking work place arrangements  into 

consideration, enable delivery of life  spaces for 

use in the shortest possible time.  Types 

specifically developed according to  intended use 

offer versatile options for  different areas of use. 

After completion of  container production, they are 

directly  shipped to field of use. One of the  

experienced companies of structure and  

construction industry, PREFAB assists users  in 

installation works, individual space  planning and 

structure equipment support.

Modern Modified Container Office
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MODIFIED CONTAINER OFFICE, Kitchen, Dinning and Toilet



Flat Pack containers for operations /  

accommodation in remote locations,  

storage and warehouse containers,  

sanitary containers or public toilet  

facilities, ambulatory containers or  

permanent facilities clinics, health  

centers, etc, kitchen containers for  

construction sites, specific containers  

for mobile or fixed telephony, radio  

links, transmitters, air conditioning,  

mobile containers for restaurants, fast  

food, bars, etc
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FLAT PACK CONTAINER DRAWING 6M



Security cabins are enclosed space that is placed at 

the entrance as checkpoints to monitor the 

secured facility. It is also used to give a sheltered 

space for the security staffs. They are used in many 

places such as police checkpoints, toll booths, site 

security, construction site area security, sports 

facilities, airports securities, guard buildings etc. 

They are made of various materials such as mild 

steel, steel, wood, FRP and PVC.  Because of the 

ease in portability and installation, these security 

cabins are used in many institutions of the private 

sector.

Our aluminum security cabins are guaranteed 

to give you both high durability and 

affordability.
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SECURITY CABIN ALUMINUM COMPOSITE PANEL DRAWINGS



Security cabins are enclosed space that is placed 

at the entrance as checkpoints to monitor the 

secured facility. It is also used to give a sheltered 

space for the security staffs. They are used in 

many places such as police checkpoints, toll 

booths, site security, construction site area 

security, sports facilities, airports securities, 

guard buildings etc. They are made of various 

materials such as mild steel, steel, wood, FRP and  

PVC.

Because of the ease in portability and 

installation, these security cabins are used in 

many institutions of the private sector.

Our standard security cabins are made with set 

market quality standards and norms. They are 

made with high-quality gypsum cement to last 

longer and stronger.
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P A R K I N G  S H A D E
HDPE (High-Density Polyethylene) is a high- 

quality fabric used in parking shades and tensile 

structures. The fabric is manufactured using 

high-quality materials to function for a more 

extended period. It is designed for maximum 

strength, durability, and protection.

Proven to resist UV rays, this fabric can 

withstand harsh weather as well. This type of 

material is highly recommended for the people 

who would like to enhance their outdoor space 

within the budget. It is one of the most cost- 

effective fabric shade available in the market.

Both waterproof and non-water proof materials 

are available- depending upon the client 

requirement we use it for car parking sheds and 

other urban spaces.
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FENCING

Chain link fencing is a component fence 

system, comprising essentially of three 

fundamental components: fabric, structure, 

and fittings.

How these elements are combined is the 

critical question. Chain link is available in a 

wide variety of gauges and coatings. The 

most specific coating is zinc (galvanized) 

and green RAL6005 PVC coating that  

enhances landscaping, blending naturally 

with trees, shrubs, and bushes.

Link wire protects and embellishes assets, is 

long-lasting, free of maintenance, yet 

economical. Without obstructing views, a 

chain-link wire fence also provides 

protection, blends well with landscaping, 

and controls pets.
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https://www.ykmgroup.com/chain-link-fence/galvanized-chain-link-fence


Prefab Toilet Cabin
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PREFAB CABIN PREMIUM FINISH 
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Our Mission

Our mission at First Prefab Houses is to lead the prefab industry revolution. We are 

dedicated to pioneering eco-conscious practices, crafting inspiring and bespoke spaces, and 

prioritizing client satisfaction in every project. By empowering our clients with cutting-edge, 

personalized solutions that surpass their aspirations, we are reshaping the prefab landscape 

while advancing sustainability.

INNOVATIVE – Premium                                                                           LIMITLESS– Collection 



TRANSFORMING CONSTRUCTION FOREVER
SHARJAH, AL-SAJJA INDUSTRIAL 

AREA OFFICE  

  MOB: +971-565756229/+971-502940131 
 Email: info@eliteprefab.com , website : www.eliteprefab.com 

ELITE PRE-FABRICATED HOUSES

From the Director's desk, our vision at ELITE Prefab Houses. is crystal clear: to be the driving 
force behind the evolution of prefab construction. We envision a future where innovation 

knows no bounds, where every space we create is a masterpiece, and where sustainability is 
not just a practice but a way of life. Our vision is to continue leading the industry, setting new 

standards of excellence, and leaving a lasting legacy of innovative, eco-friendly, and client-
centric prefab solutions. Together, we're building not just structures but dreams, and our vision 
is to inspire a world where living and working in prefab spaces is synonymous with modernity, 

sustainability, and unparalleled quality.
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